
The cat in a box
(Ab A EOOR) IE Absolute actualized elements of object reality exist in an absolute state 
because no reference frame has been applied. An example of such an EOOR is a spinning 
coin in free fall. It  is in all possible states in flux over time, not just the ones that can be later 
observed via the two possible intermediary observables. As no frame of reference has been 
applied, an atom considered over time can likewise be regarded as being in an absolute state
of flux, objectively altering but also being all possible viewpoints (measurement outcome 
possibilities )simultaneously.
 When a radioactive particle decays the scenario is utterly changed as two different elements 
of reality are irreversibly produced from the progenitor.
This scenario of radioactive decay is not just a matter of reference frame uncertainty but 
physical/chemical change to the substantial elements of Object reality that do not require the 
formation of Image reality counterparts for their existence. The elements of object reality have
independent existence.

Scenario 1 
     T1                                          T2                                                                   T3
(Ab A EOOR)X →              (Ab A EOOR)X  inc.  (Ab A EOOR)Live cat  →subset (FS A  EOOR)Live cat 
R(Ab A EOOR)X→
Source Object reality     Undecayed appatatus                                      Observable that part of the live cat 
from which PSD is emitted

                     T4                                                                    Reality interface             T5

 Via (PSD EOOR)reflected from Subset (Ab A  EOOR)Live cat ►(DLFS M EOIR)Live cat R(Ab A EOOR)X

→ Psy live cat→Psy(Ab A EOOR)X
               definite limited fixed state manifestation         know cat       know state of particle, undecayed

Scenario 2
       T1                                  T2                                                                  T3

(Ab A EOOR)X → (Ab A EOOR)X- (Ab A EOOR)y + (Ab A EOOR)y →(Ab A  EOOR) Dead cat R(Ab A 

EOOR)X -(Ab A EOOR)y + (Ab A EOOR)y
Whole apparatus                  minus joined radioactive particle                 Object
     inc .                                        plus free radioactive particle      T4                  

(Ab A EOOR)Live cat                                          →  Subset(FS  A EOOR) Dead cat R(Ab A EOOR)X -(Ab A

EOOR)y + (Ab A EOOR)y                                                                                                                            
Source Object reality                                                    Observable  that part of the dead 
                                                                                      cat from which PSD is reflected  upon opening box!

                            T4                                                 Reality interface           T5         

Via (PSD EOOR)reflected from Subset(FS  A EOOR) ►(DLFS M EOIR)Dead cat R(Ab A EOOR)X  -(Ab A 

EOOR)y + (Ab A EOOR)y
                                                                                     Definite limited fixed state dead cat manifestation 
related to particle decay

→Psy dead cat →Psy(Ab A EOOR)X - (Ab A EOOR)y + (Ab A EOOR)y

Manifestations:(D LFS M EOIR)Live cat R(Ab A EOOR)X OR (D LFS M EOIR)Dead cat R(Ab A 

EOOR)X - (Ab A EOOR)y +(Ab A EOOR)y

and knowledge: Psy live cat → Psy (Ab A EOOR)X  OR   Psy dead cat→Psy(Ab A EOOR)X - (Ab A  
                                                   know state, undecayed                                     EOOR)y + (Ab A EOOR)y    
                                                                                                                            Changed state , decayed

belong to the Image reality side of the reality interface. 

Image reality is formed from sensory data input originating in Object reality. Image reality 
does not directly have any
influence upon Object reality. Object reality has independent existence and does not require 
observation for its existence.
The state of the particle in this case either remains in an absolute unobserved and unchanged
state or decays independently of observation. It does not require imposition of an observer 
reference frame to assume the decayed state. Opening the box only allows an Image reality 
counterpart of the box contents to be formed whereby the outcome can be known. The 
manifestation does not preexist the observation but the state of the particle and thus also the 
cat does.


